Classic comfort
ComfortClassic nasal mask provides quality
performance in a no-nonsense package.
Sometimes a simple solution is the
best. No wonder this uncomplicated
mask remains a favorite to those
looking for a good seal, reduced
complexity, and great value.

ComfortClassic sets a standard of comfort
and convenience for virtually any of your
male or female patients. With a dual-layer
silicone cushion, the outer membrane
creates a comfortable seal, while the inner
layer provides stability. A dual-position
gel spacer allows the mask to adjust to the
patient’s profile. It also conforms to the
wearer’s forehead for even greater comfort
and stability. Round out the package with
our deluxe headgear, and you have a highperformance, affordable mask that helps you
fit 100% of your patients, 100% of the time…
while also helping your bottom line.

Two-in-one gel spacer
provides more ways
to find a precise fit.
Top strap adapter
Gel Spacer extends to accommodate

ensures a secure fit.

a prominent nasal bridge.
Cushion profile at top
reduces pressure on
Inner cushion layer provides stability

the bridge of the nose.

and support.
360º swivel allows
Outer cushion layer provides seal

tubing to move freely.

and more comfort.
Built-in “silent”
exhalation valve means

Bottom strap attachments place

quiet operation.

headgear below the ear.

ComfortClassic features our one-size-fits-most deluxe headgear for increased
stability and improved seal. With four adjustment points, it distributes tension
evenly for optimum comfort. The headgear can be used with most of our masks.

Item
ComfortClassic mask

Small

HCPCS code

Medium

HCPCS code

With headgear

1007963

A7034, A7035

1007964

A7034, A7035

Mask only

1007966

A7034

1007965

A7034

Parts and accessories

Part number

HCPCS code

Deluxe headgear

1002800

A7035

Deluxe headgear, small

1018755

A7035

Gel forehead spacer kit (standard and short)

1002464

N/A

Split washer kit (5 per kit)

1002720

N/A

Exhalation elbow kit

1004395

A7045

Foam forehead spacer (5 per pack)

1008651

N/A

Respironics and ComfortClassic are trademarks of Respironics, Inc. and its affiliates.
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